Some time ago we previously proposed what may be termed time-temperature parametric method, by which stress relaxation data with an equal level of initial stress or strain, but with different temt is time, T is absolute temperature, and Q is parameter constant. In this paper we report a study that was made of the methods for calculating parametric constant Q by an electronic computer, assuming that X (or P) could be mathematically represented by a polynominal of P(or X).
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Consequently parametric constant Q was readily computed. We further disscussed on the method for analysing the isothermal relaxation data with different initial stress and strain, and elucidated the fact that these data were correlated as well into a single (Received Nov. 6, 1968) Flow chart of calculating Q by using "condition 1". Table I . Stress relaxation data for 1Cr-3/4Mo-1/4V steel4) as a series of residual stresses (kg/mm2, at top in one square) and corresponding times* (hour, bottom) for an isothermal group. 
